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 “Sometimes I say 
to a poem, you are 

the King of anything 
and the poem said, 
you made me be 

ideas from dinosaurs 
and I said, you 

save things by change…” 
 

- Salvador Chavez, Age 6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Margie Sarsfield 
Devotions 
 
1. 
you want to walk again? 
i can’t help you, but if you were 
a lamb i could cradle you 
on my soft knees, palm iodine 
onto your umbilical, bring colostrum 
bottled warm to your mouth, 
and hold you waistwise til you walked  
first for the green of your days then 
for the pink of my love and then you could 
trust me. 
 
2.  
will there be lambs, do you think, 
after the apocalypse? will the sheep 
wool through, mouth around grass 
in new zealand still, rub unfelt fleece 
against knockboy’s rougher sides, hoof  
through libraries, startle kiskadees from where  
stained glass might yet send dust into blue light, 
throw up plastic in supermarkets where 
everything will be rotting surely to make way 
for the alfalfa, for the onion grass, the 
unsweatered sheep? 
 
3.  
but softer now entire, with  
a spring and summer sort  
of bringing me hare krishnas and  
the sheep taken from sheep meadow 
this world like a wheatfield 
and everything almost done in the oven, 
i must have sheep, lambs,  
lambs! bring me lambs! 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Doom Alone That Counts 
 
here is the place where i am always 
safe and dying, and the creeping good things 
always trying to get in; but letting makes less sense,  
means no more walks through the backyard, 
no more ships in the harbor to harbor 
me up and away, harbor me far and down, 
to some sandy place where I can crack open 
and lick milk from dusty sudden things 
(cicada shells – dumb rabbit skulls – dog ribs 
felt through flesh) 
 
our foils, everyone’s and mine, are off in America 
being bitten off more than they can chew, 
and he sings shelter but i here have known much better 
bitter splendors: wrinkles lifted from the backs of hands 
damp cedar fat books a ledger full of names  
put down but never existing actually 
the badgers and bitten black buttons oh 
look at me, look at this, bobby, 
i’m falling apart just for you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
But I Doubt It 
 
hello, latinos, what are you doing 
in the park tonight? something fantastic 
cracking whips and full grown men dancing 
feathers for hats, painted masks, capes elaborate 
sequined and furred; would you be my spleen or my 
better heart when  
i get into the apartment and it smells 
like dani’s feet and jenna’s hair 
and her french boyfriend’s cologne 
i smell like no antidepressants and something possibly spoiling 
not breathing in sunset at 7:44 today 
not looking at little gold Buddha  
not chewing on black plastic Jesus 
not getting rid of the dead roach 
or  wishing for anything but no bad dreams 
and a care in the world. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Will Machi 
 
 
Invisible Heart 
 
It’s raining now 
    outside, the dog 
 is shivering, tail 
poking out the 
     too-small             dog-house 
we bought, paid for 
  didn’t get our money’s worth - 
 
     His tail is so long I 
just wanna go outside 
in the rain, 
 lop it off, stick 
a collar on it, drag 
 it behind me and 
call it my 
 “invisible dog” 
or wear it 
 ‘round my neck, 
letting it hang, 
 bouncing off my chest and 
call it my 
 “invisible heart” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Programs, Flowers, A Lollipop 
 
Programs, flowers, 
 a lollipop, 
     in a cup, 
      on the table, 
  all that’s left 
        of me and you 
  when I think 
     blankly of you 
   and me 
      in a car, 
       on the road, 
 and we’re going home. 
 
 
 
Orion’s Belt 
 
I can’t step 
 on Orion’s Belt 
without stepping 
 on myself,          because 
 
I’m always here 
 on Earth in 
my parent’s kitchen stepping 
 on myself. 
 
 

 
 
 



Jordan E. Franklin 
 

Untitled 
 

Last night, I dreamed of blood—                                                                                     
felt it stumble in 
with familiar knuckles rapping 
at the walls,  violent and hurried 
as it frothed within 
like unchained snakes. 
I believed this all 
to be a sign— 
a swan song to an otherwise 
imperfect relationship 
dedicated to those days 
when I thought 
the only prerequisite 
to being your daughter 
was to masquerade 
and I got so adept 
at it that I could   
fool even myself. 
 

Your compliments, fool’s gold 
Jordan was evicted years ago. 

 
A growing dissonance  
settled within me— 
my mind became 
unconquerable static, 
my heartbreak was melodious 
and frantic. 
Each day I longed  
for your approval 
and was denied. 
I had wondered  
if God was wrong— 
that maybe he placed me 



in the embrace 
of a foreign, troubled skin— 
that maybe it was this guise 
that kept you from satisfaction 
so I worked to bypass 
this malleable flesh 
hoping to become 
something you could 
call your own 
but like Pompeii 
it wasn’t meant to be. 
                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                               

I am perfect 
When I’m broken. 

 
You’ve disowned me  
with your words before— 
left wounds so thick 
no flame could cauterize 
the fissures. 
I let misery 
become an art form— 
permitted everyone  
to see the show safely 
behind glass as the performance 
tore me to shreds. 
No one saw a thing. 
Each day I think of you, 
standing over me, 
veins knotted into frowns 
on your skin, 
your eyes dark ramparts 
and I know now  
I disgusted you. 
 
In those moments 
when I breathe down 
scarred brain tissue 
struggling to forget, 



I become a little girl 
crying, eager to do anything 
just to be yours. 

 
Battle Wounds 
 
These words will wound 
you father— 
iron shrapnel in your side— 
the bullets you never met 
in the deepest trenches 
of war. 
 
I’ve built my temple 
on your bones— 
drafted my grievances  
into the armies  
of your worn skin 
and fractured my mind  
to match the heart  
you left in my chest. 
I’m releasing kamikazes 
in my voice box— 
hear the wars 
you left me  
to fight alone. 
 
These words will wound 
you father— 
they will rip  
through the cartilage 
and bone that protects  
your hard heart 
from love’s potent ballistics. 
 
I love you father 
but I must arm 
myself against you. 



 
These words— 
iron shrapnel in your side, 
wound me too. 
 
 
On My Poetics (to Mom) 
 
I promised you Mom 
that I would stop 
committing acts 
of violence 
against myself— 
that no longer will 
you have to fear 
leaving me low  
and alone in rooms 
with sharp instruments 
but I have broken  
that covenant. 
 
There has been 
a change of players. 
No longer is peace procured 
from acute tools 
but the dull edge  
of my pen. 
 
Long ago, I gave up 
my voice box 
in exchange for silence, 
sold my warm blood 
to purchase the cool  
whispers of ink 
and I started to speak 
in a dialect without 
the smooth dance 
of my lips 
for when the world 



managed to stifle  
my tongue, 
it provoked a renaissance 
of my pen 
and a flourish 
of my words. 
 
I let the lines 
caress and cradle me 
from foreign antigens  
crafted to do harm 
until I can reassemble 
the shattered tissues 
of my tongue 
(Stanza Break) 
with materials stronger                                                                                                     
than its former flimsy flesh.                                                                                                    
 
Mom, 
forgive me each time  
I take my excursions 
within myself 
but it is necessary 
until I can secure 
a me free from silence. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Diamond Bradley 
 

Wanted 
 

I asked Anubis to lend me 
A hand from the Duat 
To pen this 
Since my penman 
Ship hasn’t sailed since 10 and I’ve 
Relied on butter-knifed typing  
To spread my word 
When wielding a Machete was what I  
Wanted. 
 
Wanted. 
 
Wanted.. 
 
You are. 
These bars wait  
Frozen 
Like the heart that lands us there. 
This, is for the Women grewing  
Never seeing their hair 
And the Brothers who Pops disappeared. 
This is surreal. 
 
Targets in this modern day Modern Warfare 
Three Black teens, ashy with a white Ashley 
Are Bloods and Crips who represent 
Cause those four raise flags 
Edit this, PLEASE edit these 
Teens; these, sags 
Have them open to getting fucked daily 
Due to a style that started where they’re heading 
Should have stuck to writing headings 
 Instead their boxers play steady 



Peek-A-Boo,  
Look!  9-1-1 sees you 
NYPD is your interface while Rikers Island waits 
 
Wanted. 
 
Sagging and not Sag’s 
Horns adjacent to our eyes  
And Greatest of All Time bodies 
 
Bad times with bad signs 
Black men, half amazing 
When did Dark skin become food for the Devil 
Apparently the Angel’s caking 
All I know is the Jesus they made me  
See when I was younger 
Damn sure aint my color!! 
So I wonder, if God is white 
And I’m  
The opposite…then what am I? 
 
Wanted. 
Sporting Oozi’s like a Polo crew tee 
Foamposites rocking on our feet 
Selling loosey’s at 43,  
This life aint been half right 
With this old scruffy beard growing 
From a Sun missing me and dried up tears 
But the tiers are still over there 
Damn near across this block 
And the cell I’ll be using bout 
Bus stop Big. 
Cops was like we must stop Big 
And Pac, but 
What did I miss when I tried to get the gist? 
Youngblood, don’t you know the spotlights on you? 
Dance! 
Nigger. 
Dance. 
Dance harder.  Tap boy!  Entertain them! 



(His daddy didn’t raise him) 
State pen laid a pipeline for you in the fifth grade and 
All you can do is follow,  

Follow!!  
FOLLOW… 

 
Tweet-@HeadDickInCharge 
  On the bus. 7 Hours Ago 
 Just fucked this bitch, why bitches gotta be rude like they 
know they want the dick? 2 Hours Ago 
 I just bagged a bad bitch today.  You already know she was 
lightskinned.  Them dark bitches kill me thinking they all pretty. Just 
now 
Log out- 
 
What a mouth, ran amuck 
Since five son cussed 
Teachers, authority, seem he aint got much more to be 
Aint much room to breathe if moms  
Close the window during pregnancy 
She thinking “This nigga came too quick, and this nigga coming 
faster,” 
Now the latter on his grand way to those great halls of plaster 
Stealing from corner stores, fucking whores, skipping school  
Breaking rules, lacking skills, his dick is his only tool 
At 15, writing is beyond him.  Spelling is even further droven 
Down the road, shirt is woven, but all he sees is Polo and 
More Jordan’s to buy 
Like, bye True Religion! 
…Yo these True Religions hard 
Riding off his ass 
Wish his cheeks was smiling, but cops getting the laugh last. 
Cause he’s wanted 
Wanted… 
 
The pipeline ends with a handcuff 
Chained to the chains 
Reduced to a slave,  
Gave a number instead of a name 
That wasn’t even his in the first place!!! 



-I’m kind of Irish, by the way- 
18 given 25  
To forever, his mind a waste 
What if someone just gave,  
him a belt? 
And a bag of values,  
That would grow up to be a briefcase 
So he’d never see a brief case that locks him away 
Instead if his pops wasn’t away 
And Mother grew up slower 
He would rise with a held high chin 
And taste 
Not for a name, but for the fabric 
Not for a bitch to fuck but, a sense of marriage 
Even if his parents went at it 
And split, that don’t mean he need slip on Banana peels 
All he can gain from that is, shit is real 
With a working mind 
Understanding and knowledge of self 
Conversation, and not money cause his soul is his wealth 
Add to the society and impact lives 
At five 
Read the Autobio of Malcolm X 
Plugging the filthy fifth grade pipeline 
And fifteen writing poems with rhymes 
And some with not 
Thinking of what College’s to shoot for 
Instead of Papi behind the counter at the Grocery Store 
 
Nah, they don’t want him. 
They don’t want him. 
They want the kid with the fitted cap 
On top of his hood, bookbag half off with a strap half off 
Kinda sorta on his rocker, kinda sorta half off 
With the girls without a mind cause her body half off 
The guy walking with a waddle since his  
Jeans  
Half 
Off. 
 



These are my two cents 
I have 98 left 
To the gang bangers that’ll claim 98 sets 
You are zombies 
It seems like we’re cursed for life. 
All I wish is that I could reverse the bite. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



Nora Curry 
 
daughter poem 
 
and you weren’t raised  
to visit graves and you weren’t raised  
to empty plates and you weren’t  
raised to be all-the-time sick and you  
weren’t raised to flee downstate  
and you were raised to wake by  
four and you were raised to write  
by hand and you were raised to break  
your own fevers and you weren’t  
raised a kennedy and you weren’t  
raised to spread your legs  
and you weren’t raised to hot coal  
burn and blend your days 
 
but you were born 
 
daughter of cuticle torn sky  
daughter of derry baby carriage  
daughter of brussels sprout winter  
daughter of marinara weeping  
daughter of cold water  
daughter of hot wrists  
daughter of pearl harbor humor  
daughter of johnny cash vinyl scratch  
daughter of hunger strike leaflets  
daughter of good friday fainting  
daughter of darkroom devils  
daughter of winchester’s jester  
daughter of cow barn comas  
daughter of jfk rochester heathrow departure gate 

       tragedies airport coffee transient tarmac  
       never sun set boarding call ticket honey  
       time caught breath and solo descent  
       at final utopian dream of baggage claim— 



 
the morning  
i first wake 

fatherless  
i’ve picked 
for a tuesday  
bury him in boston and want  
only buses that leave cities  
seeking bullet rain and unclean  
fields, no more men 

  who read good books and  
stand real  
tall no more 

goodbye kiss cement 
 

moratorium on maps 
 

after we photograph the east river & sit  
on benches watching rolls of water, telling  
love stories about a girl in kenya  
& a boy in perry, we find always  
time for coffee which we drink from diners  
delis & burnt pots in living rooms—  
adrienne rich died on tuesday & you flick  
white ash out the third floor window everything 
we do these days is somehow elegiac  
even kneeling outside sing’s deli before  
we knew it would burn, even virginia  
calling from boston to say she quit  
that silly job. so fine, she can’t pay rent!  
she’ll lie on the balcony where she keeps  
a department store mannequin, odd  
as april, which we now enter reading  
our fathers’ travel diaries from 1972— 
 
if we could end every day running down  
3rd st in the wind, arguing merits of the yellow  
line, doing your laundry, changing in front  
of port authority (& you say this is why  



men named lucky try to pick me up on  
the subway), going to strand & magnolia  
after movies, reading the poems  
we write about road signs, we might not  
have to say let’s move to london! let’s  
die in dublin! let’s find ourselves in  
paris & scratch our backs in guyana!  
no let’s burn out in brooklyn, then  
take our photographs of the east river  
& dip them in its waters  
before we’re dry 
 
waiting poem 
 
Because the hibiscus flowers died & also because  
you take / the Q train from Avenue H 
which means we’ve learned /  
  patience 
in the same places.  You’ll tell me  
some / barefoot Sunday in October  
about the sweet / burn in your lungs  
after you had your first Marlboro / by  
the railroad tracks when you still  
considered yourself / a boy & I’ll  
finish telling you about the dream I had / where  
we lived on a farm upstate 

  but always had reasons /  
to take Greyhound.  You can’t stay 
inside when the heat / rises  
so you turn on the coffee pot & go out  
to lie / in the grass & I sleep  
by the window / when it’s raining.  Maybe  
because of wool & slumped backs / I think  
about old age & the way our bodies / will  
wrinkle from tear washes just like toes  
left too long in the bath. 
 
 
 



Ryan Skrabalak 
 

Meditations on campfire 
 
I stutter gumlegged with vodka in grass  
of mid-august bugsong and gossip of oaks  
in humid wind, wet wood snickering tipi  
of tangerine, o glowing smile with which I light  
two cigarettes one for you, etc., after football  
floodlights homecoming victory touchdown genuflections  
we take off to dotted cornfields, looking for logs 
in bethel new york, our pathetic fire and crispy black  
bubbled hot dogs, tree I leaned against to shit,  
balling up classifieds ritual, hot flash of thicket  
laughter, feeding it with brittle sticks old rail- 
tracks powerlines leaning cockeyed gaze  
of suburban stars, sulfuric memory of gold  
whiny bottle rockets quickpopping, 
 
rachel s. smoked her first marlboro red there  
sorry ma, in the tradition of first mellifluous may  
day to wear t-shirts and be free like moon  
on arcing gears across sky, o waxing gibbous  
malleable heart be like dandelion parasol  
spores in summer air, like morse code  
crackling bonfire perfect and can of beans  
spitting juice coddled in orange, lava hot beans  
nicknames and o divine cheap beer, gas  
of the american dream-engine in heavy humid  
night, dinner whistles echoing about  
the developments where there are  
no sidewalks, some minivans, one fire 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Snowed in 
 
Snorting poker and playing cocaine  
ye croaking cupboards of Greenock Avenue  
or Road and ye lazy susans, cans of peaches  
in light syrup and steel cut oats, tattered  
sorry excuse for facial hair muskrat dead 
on yr upper lip, we pass a credit card around 
try not to wake the snoring hound  
warm in the corner of the basement, below 
lambent forest of trophies, comes time  
for urban myths in perfect dim umbrae  
someone cups Tanya’s ass doffs the whiskycap  
from the table beautiful littered with sparkling 
analgesic Formica wonder-land, ye guild  
of harvestmen spectate on high, 
 
considering parables and beatitudes  
and all walks of life and purple hours  
ossified overhead, sporting Air Jordans, air joined  
with chipped-china moon in ochreness, considering  
I’m stuck with a suited jack ten of diamonds, stars  
in softspoken harmony, considering the manliness  
of virtue and my affinity for outer blue planets  
their hyperborean blush, considering I  
watch horror movies with the bathroom light on  
considering I am not the X on the map where supposedly 
        there is gold 
 
paper bird 
 
you arriving 
     like a wedding  
     ring winking down  
     the drain and everything! I have to say  

 to you is new and improved 
     you’re right, he is 
     a nice boy, even if 
     the venetian blinds quarantine 



 the yawning 11AM silver 
 in which there is a postman 
 outside whistling The Supremes 

through the quadratic catcalls 
of sparrows 

 delivering myriad love 
 letters to rusted tongues 
  
     I think in the squall of today 
 
I am going to write a letter 
I put off for the better color 
 of a season’s cycle 
 (O and the quick paradise 
 of passing a laundromat 
 in this hyperzirconic cold!) 
 
I was hauled away 
     in the flight  of astonishment 
     a paper bird  a shrub of stars 
     seemingly  celestial 7th Avenue 
     nostalgic   for things not happened 
 yet 
 
not starting another stanza 
 with “I” 
  

when 
 a day feels 
 like another 
 I stop and think 
 how lucky I am 
 to be, sticking  
 my heart out 
 as far as my chest 
 will allow it 
 
 
 



Celia Vargas 
 
 
 
my back aches, I want to play 
 
Every one is torn between 
head turn & brows furrow down 
forming ditches & trenches  
of mud & swamp gunk,  
finger tips heat by coordinated buttons. They  
flash 
a blink,  
two blinks,  
thrice blink blink— 
heat. 
You will never win, 
round where you spit & gnawed your lip,  
frustrated that the movements don’t come quick enough.  
The thing is, 
everyone is always torn between 
lids glued to each other  
tears pool corners full of eye dirt,  
you can’t close what you haven’t opened… 
Knees upon grind,  
it hurts & completes. 
The thing is everyone is always torn between 
Everyone  
is simply confuse. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
teeth 
 
crooked white 
soft ache and shift— 
lost some of them—most of them. 
This guys hit my mouth once,  
I bled, but 
just a thought,  
had I lost one of my crooked teeth? 
That would hurt more. 
crooked teeth, white and uneven, 
Sometimes they hurt 
I chew cloves, 
never works; they’ll always be crook. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Adam Gallo 
 
 
 

Step One, Revisited 
 
It was the woman on the street. 
 

Sleep standing. 
    Altered,    

unfaltering 
balance. 

Brain-dead Ballet. 
 
It was the father and daughter on the subway. 
 
 His weary expressed. 

        
 Her excited interest. 

                                                                              Growing 
                                                         insatiable.  

                                   Suppressed. 
My happy interest.  
 
It was the program. 

Twelve steps 
to relapse: 

self-flagellation, 
self-hatred and alienation. 

It was. 
  

                     It was me. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



From Now On 
 
The super broke 
the radiator: heat wave 
Sahara at noon, but  
technicolor ices 
break cabin fever.   
 
The sun breaking over  
prospect, fiery  
pink breaking down to 
cooled obsidian. 
 
The Arab man smokes 
pot on the corner 
beneath neon lights, 
always flashes  
green teeth.  
 
Around town, head  
bowed, to sketch the 
topography of shattered 
concrete. Somewhere 
this map reads. 
 
 
 
 
I Walk 
 
Ascend: 
halfway in the skyline 
we walk. 
The fauna of over 
grown railroads 
bringing me home. 



High brick displaced, 
replaced, by intrusive 
steel. The vestiges of 
home, now overshadowed— 
the new invasive species. 
 
Bright balls of light shine 
dance on the sea, hips 
undulate, eyes dilate. 
What music moves them 
From sleep? 
 
Twenty blocks of  
tracks, the beautiful 
destroyers of beauty 
Brilliantly defy the 
natural.  
 
Descend: 
spiral down to the new 
natural habitat. 
Concrete everything 
but the sea that 
brought us here. 
 
Off the sidewalk  
a swimmer battles the  
tide. Arms flail in self  
defense against the current 
losing her distance. 
 
“We could push the iceberg 
back into the sea.” 
When will she realize 
fighting movement is 
futile. 
 
 
 
 



 

Matthew Burgess 
 

Beginning with a Line by Reg Manning 
                                                 for Ryan Skrabalak 
 
Don’t hate yourself if, your first 
time in the desert, you mistake 
a barrel cactus for a baby Giant 
Saguaro. Don’t hate Brooklyn 
if a flung chicken bone lands 
at your feet. Don’t hate the lady 
who dumps clumps of Spanish rice 
onto the sidewalk, or pigeons 
who peck at it. Don’t hate 
sledgehammerers at 8 AM, 
those thugs on Avenue J who 
mocked your socks, Harold 
Camping’s apocalypse. Don’t 
hate sports bar roars or ever 
the weather, even sideways rain. 
The employee in the laundromat 
who refused to reimburse you 
when a dryer ate your quarters, 
don’t hate her permanent scowl— 
she folds strangers’ underwear 
under hot fluorescent light. 
Make a little joke. Be nice 
 
 
West 4th to Union 
 
This lesbian thespian 
in lentil windbreaker 
swiftly runs her lines 
 
I root for her I run 



these lines beside her 
we aspire together 
 
the Orthodox rabbi 
on the D runs lines 
in his thick book 
 
I peer over a shoulder 
his hand a visor for 
a little privacy please 
 
I silently apologize 
the FedEx man eyes 
his Times crossword 
 
a Jamaican woman 
in gold hoops sleeps 
we drift over the East 
 
River a wiry teenager 
in a Yankees jersey 
with fragrant takeout 
 
leans by the window  
and this guy at twelve  
o'clock in dark parka 
 
on such a warm spring  
March seventeenth 
squiggles one finger  
 
over each paragraph  
of his Post we duck  
into the tunnel I run 
 
these lines I root for 
people aspiring spring  
makes me love them. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 “and the poem said, 
you can be me 
by believing 

with your spirit 
and we both said, 

thank you…” 
 

- Salvador Chavez, Age 6 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




